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ABSTRACT
The urban complex with multi-function and
multi-form has become an important architectural
mode in the modern urban development process. By
combining the building features of urban complex and
the types of its air conditioning system, an urban
complex thermal climate prediction model was
developed and applied in a southern planning project
as an actual subject to simulate and analyze the
outdoor thermal climate in urban complex. At last,
this paper proposed the effective measure to improve
the thermal climate in urban complex by changing the
related impact parameter of the urban thermal climate.
The result shows that the outdoor temperature in this
regional is apparently reduced by increasing the urban
greening rate.

INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the rapid urbanization process
accompanied by an increase in anthropogenic heat
released, changes in surface coverage, and a
reduction in green space, has significantly changed
the regional climate in the urban area and caused
various environmental problems such as heat island
and so on.
Considerable studies have been carried out on
outdoor thermal environment. Marialena et al.
studied environmental and comfort conditions of
open spaces in cities by questionnaire in 14 different
case study sites and across 5 different countries in
Europe (Marialena and Spyros, 2006). Lin et al. and
Dimoudi and Nikolopoulou studied the effect of
vegetation on urban microclimates using CFD
analysis on a simple model of an urban block (Lin et
al., 2008; Dimoudi and Nikolopoulou, 2003).
Mohamad and Stephen investigates how urban form
can be designed to act as a passive thermal comfort
system in Cairo using ENVI-met Numerical
simulations in hot climate conditions (Mohamad and
Stephen, 2009). These studies could only make a
general analysis of outdoor thermal in an urban block.
However, there are few studies make a detailed
analysis of heat and moisture emission from various
sources (as green land, building and so on) and their
impact on thermal and humid environment in the
urban complex. The major reason is that the urban
complex has multi-type buildings and complex

energy-using form, and heat emission from
air-conditioning equipment of difference types
buildings can be sensible heat or latent heat or the
both, therefore the outdoor environment in urban
complex is considerably more complicated.
In recent years, the urban complex, a new building
mode with many advantages such as: multi-function,
compact structure and high efficient, has been
developed rapidly and applied widely as a healthy and
sustainable urban growth pattern to meet the
increasingly diversified society living requirements
(Dong, 2005). In China, both the major cities and
some second-tier cities have already built many
urban complexes (Dong and Lu, 2009; Shi and Pan,
2010).
Unlike other conventional building blocks, the urban
complex contains three or more different types of
buildings, and each part is interdependent and forms
an organic whole system. Additionally, the floor area
ratio of the urban complex is generally up to 3 to 5,
which is higher than the common building. However,
due to the large space volume, diverse architectural
features, as well as the complex energy-using form
and different forms of heat emission (e.g., the sensible
and latent heat), the thermal and humid environment
in urban complex is more complicated than the area
with a single type of building (Ichinose et al., 1999),
as a result of the above factors, the relevant research of
outdoor thermal climate in complex urban is still very
lacking up to date (Wang et al., 2007; Harada et al.,
2005).
In this study, the main purpose is to develop a revised
urban complex thermal climate prediction model by
considering the heat emission from various sources,
especially the heat emission from the different types
of buildings in the urban complex basing on the
developed model (Zhu et al., 2007). Then this model
is applied to an actual urban complex project in the
southern of China for the dynamic simulation and
analysis the outdoor thermal climate during the whole
calculation period. Furthermore, this study proposes
the effective method to improve the outdoor thermal
climate and to decrease the heat island intensity in
urban complex, and ultimately provide a reference for
the future urban complex planning and construction
(Gong and Wu, 2005; Shashua and Hoffman, 2000).
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mount of solar radiation enter the room m;  i is the

THE MODEL OF THE THERMAL
CLIMATE IN URBAN COMPLEX
This study add the heat and moisture emission model
of the various types buildings into the developed
urban thermal climate prediction model(Zhu et al.,
2007) which basing on the one-dimensional coupled
urban-building energy evaluation model AUSSSM
(Hagishima et al., 2001). The rationality of this model
has been verified by field measurements (Zhu et al.,
2006). The model consists of several components,
such as: the local climate module, the building thermal
and moisture load calculation module, the solar
radiation calculation module, the thermal comfort
module and so on. All these modules are coupled with
each other that dynamic calculation results of thermal
climate condition and energy exchange in urban
complex can be obtained.
The basic framework of this model is shown in Figure
1. Several typical kinds of buildings such as
residential, office, commercial and financial centre,
hotel, sports centres, entertainment centres, schools,
hospitals and other common building types in urban
complex are taken into account. By entering data as:
the physical properties of the building envelope, the
form of air conditioning system and its operating time,
setup of indoor A/C temperature and humidity,
ventilation rate, generation rate of indoor sensible heat
and latent heat, this model can complete the dynamic
simulation of air conditioning load and anthropogenic
heat exhaust of building in urban complex that
includes multiple types of buildings.
Calculation of heat emission from building

Calculation of heat transfer through building
exterior wall
The heat transfer through building walls is assumed to
be unsteady one-dimension heat tranfer basing on the
differential principle. The equation is：
N
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(1)
Where  c ,i (W/m ·K) is the convective heat transfer
2

coefficient of wall i;  w,i (oC) is the temperature of
wall i;  m (oC) is the air temperature of room m; qx ,i
is the heat absorption response of wall I; q y , ji is the
thermal response of wall i and j that faced the same
interior wall; z1  i, j  , z2  i, l are the determine
function(valve is 1 when i=j or i=0,other is 0);  o (oC)
is the outdoor air temperature;  o (W/m ·K) is the
integrated heat transfer coefficient of the outdoor;
U w,i (W/m2) is the direct radiation except the solar
2

radiation of unit area of wall i; S m (W/m2) is the

ratio of radiation absorption to the solar radiation; Ai
(m2)is the surface area of wall i.

Calculation of heat transfer through building
window
The calculation of heat transfer through the windows
is assumed as a steady one-dimensional progress:
Nm
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Where K  (W/m2·K) is the heat transfer coefficient of
window;  g ,i (oC) is the temperature of window i.
Calculation of heat emission from building
air-conditioning system
The heat and moisture emission from different types
of buildings are as follows:


c p Vm,j

dmr ,j
dt

  Am,i ,j (mw,i ,j  mr ,j )  c p m m,j (o  mr ,j )  H g ,m,j  H a,m,j

Vm ,j

dX mr ,j
dt

 m m ,j ( X o  X mr ,j )  Lg ,m ,j  La ,m ,j

Qm,l  (1  1 / COPm,l )  H total ,m  IPm,l

(3)

(4)
(5)

where  mr ,j (oC) is the room j’s temperature in the type
m of building; X mr ,j (g/kg(a)) is the room j’s specific
humidity in the type m of building; Vm,j(m3) is the
room j’s volume in the type m of building; Am,i,j(m2) is
the area of the i-th interior wall in room j in the type m
of building; mw,i ,j (oC) is the surface temperature of the
i-th interior wall in room j and in the type m of
building; Xo(g/kg(a)) is the specific humidity of
 m, j (kg/h) is the mass flow rate of fresh
outdoor air; m
air of the room j in the type m of building; Hg,m,j(W) is
the heat production of internal staff and lighting of
room j in the type m of building; Ha,m,j(W) is the
cooling load of room j in the type m of building by air
conditioning; Lg,m,j(g/h) is the internal moisture gain of
room j in the type m of building; La,m,j(g/h) is the
moisture load of room j in the type m of building by air
conditioning; Qm,l(W) is heat exhaust of the l type
air-conditioning system in the type m of building;
Htotal,m(W) is air conditioning total heat load in the
type m of building; COPm,l is the energy efficiency of
refrigeration unit of the l type air-conditioning system
in the type m of building; IPm,l is the load correlation
coefficient of the l type air-conditioning system in the
type m of building.
Calculation of outdoor solar radiation
The calculation of the solar radiation is affected by
various factors as: the building scale, layout,
orientation, and the underlying surface reflectivity and
so on. In this study, the model uses the ray tracing
method to calculate the face-to-face shape factor(Zhu
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et al., 20007), the tiny surface emitteed light alongg the
upwardlyy hemisphere direction
d
as sh
hown as Figurre 2.

ulation periodd maintained at a high
the whole calcu
leveel except forr individual ddates, and the average
relaative humidity
y is 78%. Thhe average daily
d
solar
radiiation intensitty of horizonntal plane is 177
1 W/m2
and
d the maxim
mum is 309 W/m2 in the
t
entire
calcculation perio
od. In summarry, this region
n shows a
high
h temperaturre, high huumidity, stro
ong solar
radiiation during the
t calculationn period.

Figure 2 Calculationn method for view
v
factor (lef
eft:
division oof unit circle; right: directiion of light beaam)
For a tinyy surface elem
ment k of a bu
uilding wall orr the
ground, thhe heat balancce equation is:


Rn , k  Rs   k k4   k  Fks Rl   Fkp  p p4  (6)
p k, ps
 k p
s

where Rs  and Rl  (W/m2) are respectively the
downwarrd shortwave and long waave radiation;;  k
and  p arre the long waave reflectivity
y of the face k and
face p; Fk , p is the shaape factor of faace k to face p .

SIMUL
LATION AN
ND RESUL
LT ANALYS
SIS
OF THE
E THERMA
AL CLIMATE OF AN
URBAN
N COMPLE
EX
The simu
ulation condittion and information
In this sstudy, an acttual urban complex plannning
project inn the hot sum
mmer and colld winter zonne of
China is selected as thhe simulation object. The ttotal
area of ciivil buildings is about 1.14 million m2 inn the
whole plaanning project land, Figure 3 shows the land
functionaal status in this
t
planning area. There are
mainly fi
five types of buildings in this area: offfice
buildingss, commerical buildings, ressidential builddings,
entertainm
ment buildinggs and eduction
n buildings.
LIAN
NG TANG
R
RIVER

Figure 3 Situation of land
l
use in thiis planning arrea

The entirre calculationn period is thee typical sum
mmer
month (28 days) and thhe meteorolog
gical data is shhown
mperature exc eeds
as Figuree 4. The averagge outdoor tem
m temperaturee exceeds 30o C in
28oC andd the maximum
the daytim
me; and the ouutdoor specific humidity duuring

Fig
gure 4 Meteorrological data of the typicall month in
summerr

Herre, the irreg
gular distribuution of buiildings is
sim
mplified as the square shape buildings in the
t regular
layo
out, and land-use ratio of the various underlying
u
surfface are as folllows: buildingg is 44.2%, im
mpervious
artificial surface is 18.8%, law
wn is 19.8%, trree is 13.2%
d water is 4.0%.
4
Duringg the simulaation, the
and
env
velope thermaal parameterss of differentt types of
buillding and the
t
air connditioning sy
ystem set
paraameters are all
a refer to thee local buildin
ng energy
effiiciency design
n standards. The main calculation
c
con
nditions are summarized
s
iin Table 1 shown as
folllows:
Ana
alysis of the dynamic
d
therrmal balance in urban
com
mplex
Thee outdoor space is a relativvely open spaace that is
very
y different from the indooor environmen
nt. In this
stud
dy, the heat baalance and coonversion is an
nalyzed in
thiss hypothetical closed space.. As shown in
n Figure 5,
in this
t
imaginarry closed spaace, the top of
o surface
bou
undary-layer as the upper booundary, and th
he left and
righ
ht boundary is properly estab
ablished accord
ding to the
areaa of urban.
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Heat flu x at top of
ndary layer
the boun

Accumulation off the
attmosphere(sensible h
heat, latent
heat)
Heat exhaaust from the
building(sensiblle heat, latent heat)
Underlyying surface
heat transsfer(sensible
heat, laatent heat)

Trafffic heat
exh
haust

Figgure 5 Diagraam of urban canopy
c
layer hheat
balance

Since thee external meeteorological parameters
p
off the
closed sppace is difficuult to determin
ne, and differeence
of temperrature and specific humidiity of the left and
right sidee of the bounddary is small, and
a relative too the
large areaa of the upper and lower horrizontal bounddary,
both the lleft and right sides
s
of the bo
oundary area iis so
small, theerefore, this model
m
does nott consider the heat
flows thrrough the left and right boundaries. The
ultimate iimpact factorss of the therm
mal climate inn this
enclosed space mainly include the fo
ollowing six pparts:
u
surrface, heat exhhaust
heat exhaaust from the underlying
from builldings air connditioning system, heat exhhaust
from the building venntilation systeem, heat exhhaust
f
at the top
p of the bounndary
from the traffic, heat flux
phere.
layer, andd heat storage of the atmosp
By usingg the establishhed thermal climate
c
predicction
model off urban compleex, the hourly
y variation of heat
d and diurnaal variation of heat
emission in a typical day
wn in
emission during the caalculation month are show
Figures 66, 7 and 8, annd the cumulattive heat in a unit
area withhin the urban complex throughout the w
whole
calculatioon period can be calculated is shown in T
Table
2. When tthe heat enterss into this spacce, the value iis set
as positivve; and when the heat leav
ves this space,, the
value is sset as negativee.

Houurly variationn of heat em
mission from the
diffeerent type buildings during a typical day
Figure 6 shows that thhe hourly variaation of total heat
emission from the diifferent typess of buildinggs is
a conditionin
ng running ttime.
consistennt with the air
Such as tthe heat emisssion from office building inn the
daytime aas its air condiitioning system
m is running ffrom
08:00-18:00, however there almost no heat emisssion
at other tiimes. And thee total latent heat emission ffrom
all buildings is signiificantly largeer than the ttotal
sensible heat emissioon due to thee buildings w
with
evaporatiive cooling equipment account for the
majority of the total nuumber of build
dings in the ur
urban
complex.

Fig
gure 6 Hourlyy variation of hheat emission
n from the
different typ
pe buildings duuring a typica
al day

Diurnal varriation of heeat emission from the
different typ
pe buildings inn the calculatiion month
Figure 7 and Taable 2 showss that the sen
nsible heat
haust of the entire
e
urban ccomplex regio
on mainly
exh
inclluding: the sen
nsible heat exxhaust from th
he building
air conditioning system and tr
traffic, and th
he sensible
om the underrlying surfacee (such as
heaat exhaust fro
road
ds, grass, treees, soil, waterr, etc.). In geeneral, the
sensible heat exh
haust from thhe underlying surface is
nificantly greeater than thhe other parts of the
sign
sensible heat exh
haust, and itss diurnal valu
ue changes
parently with
h weather cconditions. While
W
the
app
sensible heat exhaust from
om the building air
nditioning sysstem and tra
raffic changes slightly
con
during the calcu
ulation periood. By calcullating the
cum
mulative valuee of sensible hheat exhaust during
d
the
entiire calculation
n, it can be ffound that: the sensible
heaat exhaust from
m the underlyiing surface acccounts for
abo
out 66.4% of the total senssible heat ex
xhaust; the
sensible heat exhaust froom the buiilding air
nditioning systtem accounts for about 24.8% of the
con
totaal sensible heaat exhaust; thee heat exhaust from the
trafffic accounts for about 8.7 % of the totaal sensible
heaat exhaust. Th
his shows that
at sensible heaat exhaust
from
m the undeerlying surfac
ace and building air
con
nditioning system is the main causees of the
form
mation of outtdoor thermal climate, espeecially the
form
mer one is thee most significcantly influencce factors.


Fig
gure 7 Diurnall variation of ssensible heat flux
f in the
calculation m
month
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Figure 8 aand Table 2 shhows that the latent
l
exhaust heat
of the enttire region maainly includin
ng: the latent heat
exhaust fr
from the buildding air conditiioning system
m and
the underrlying surface (such as roadss, grass, trees,, soil,
water, etcc.). Since theree are many pu
ublic buildingss use
evaporatiive cooling eqquipment(such
h as cooling toower
and so onn) that exhaustt a large amou
unts of moisturre to
the outsidde, the latent heat
h
exhaust from the buillding
air condiitioning system
m is significaantly greater than
the other parts of latennt heat exhausst, and it’s diuurnal
ng the cumulaative
value chaanges gently. By calculatin
value off latent heatt exhaust du
uring the enntire
calculatioon, it can bee found that: the latent heat
exhaust ffrom the buiilding air con
nditioning sysstem
accounts for the largestt proportion about 71.4% off the
b the latent heat
total latennt heat exhausst. Followed by
exhaust ffrom the undeerlying surfacee that accountts for
about 28.4% of the tootal latent heaat exhaust, thhis is
a
surfacce in
because a large area off impervious artificial
this urbaan complex makes moistture transpiraation
greatly w
weakened.


t urban com
mplex, the greeen land mainly includes
In this
treees and grasss land, the heat flux calculation
c
equ
uations are as follows:
f
Sen
nsible heat fllux Ht(W/m2) and latent heat flux
EVt(W/m2) of trees:
H t   6.79
9  5.99  U1.25  Tt ,i  T1.25 

(7)

EV
E t  At w t  X t  X a 

(8)

Wh
here Tt ,i (oC) is the surfacee temperaturee of trees;

U1.225 (W/s) and T1.25 (oC) are respectively the wind
speed and air tem
mperature from
m the ground
d height of
1.5m
m;  w (kg/m2·s·(kg/kg)) is tthe moisture dissipation
d
coeefficient of the tree crown wi
with the valve of
o 7.0×10-6;
t is the leaves group evaporration efficienncy of the
treee crown with the valve off 0.3; X t (kg//kg) is the
aveerage moisturee content of leeaf surface; X a (kg/kg)
is the saturated
d moisture ccontent of im
mpervious
artificial surface.
Sen
nsible heat flux Hg(W/m2) and latent heat flux
EVg(W/m2) of grass land surfaace:
H g   4.5  5.2  U1.225  Tg ,i  T1.25 

EVg    EVs

(9)
(10)

EVs  res   sat   x  X s  X 1.55 

(11)

Wh
here Tg ,i (oC) is
i the grass suurface temperaature;  is
the ratio of land
d moisture disssipation flux
x of green
E s (W/m2) is the latent heeat flux of
land
d and soil; EV
soill; res is the evaporation
e
raatio, it’s the function
fu
of
weiight moisture content
c
ratio  (kg/kg) and
d saturated
moiisture
2

Figure 8 Diurnal variiation of laten
nt heat flux in the
calcuulation month

Analysis the greeningg rate impact on the therm
mal
mplex
climate oof urban com
The abovve dynamic thhermal balancce analysis inn the
urban com
mplex shows that the heat exhaust from
m the
underlyinng surface pllays an impo
ortant role inn the
formationn of the therm
mal and humid
d climate of ur
urban
complex. Impervious artificial su
urface and ur
urban
wo important parts
p
of the ur
urban
greening system are tw
underlyinng surface; both of them have compleetely
different effects on thee thermal clim
mate of the ur
urban
compex. On the one hand, imperrmeable artifficial
surface abbsorb more soolar radiation than greenbeelt in
the daytim
me. With the greater
g
heat sto
orage capacityy, its
surface temperature is significan
ntly higher than
greenbeltt that release more heat intto the atmospphere
through cconvection heeat transfer. On
O the other hhand,
urban greeening system
m emission waater vapour too the
atmospheere through trranspiration, and
a trees of ur
urban
greening system has shading effeccts; these all can
mperature.
reduce ouutdoor air tem

content

ratio

sat

(kg/k
kg);

x

(kg/m ·s·(kg/kg))) is the mass trransfer coefficcient; X s
(kg/kg) is th
he saturatedd moisture content
corrresponding to
o a soil surfacce temperaturre; X 1.5 is
the atmospheric moisture conntent from th
he ground
ght of 1.5m.
heig
Bassed on the abo
ove heat flux m
model of the green
g
land
and
d established thermal predi
dict model, th
he outdoor
tem
mperature chan
nge in urban coomplex can bee analysed
during the calcu
ulation periood under the different
con
nditions of impervious artifficial surface and urban
greeening system
m. The increaase of greenin
ng rate is
ach
hieved by a moderate
m
reducction of the im
mpervious
artificial surface such as roadss, parking lotss, squares,
etc.
As shown in Tab
ble 3, when thhe greening rate of this
d from 0.33 to 0.35, thee average
regiion increased
outd
door temperatture is reducedd significantly
y by about
0.6oC, and when the greeninng rate of th
his region
incrreased from 0.33 to 0.433, the average outdoor
tem
mperature is reeduced signifi
ficantly by abo
out 1.0oC.
Theerefore, it’s able to redduce the atm
mospheric
tem
mperature of urban complexx by increasin
ng the area
of vegetation
v
an
nd reducing tthe area of im
mpervious
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artificial surface, which could improve outdoor
thermal comfort in turn.

CONCLUSIONS
An urban complex thermal climate prediction model
with multi-type buildings is developed and applied in
a southern actual planning project of China to simulate
and analysis the thermal climate of it, the conclusions
obtained are as follows:⑴By calculating the
accumulated heat within the urban complex during the
entire calculation period, the sensible heat exhaust
from the underlying surface accounts for the largest
proportion of the total sensible heat exhaust for about
66.4%, and the latent heat exhaust from the building
air conditioning system accounts for the largest
proportion of the total latent heat exhaust for about
71.6%, this shows the sensible heat exhaust from the
underlying surface and the latent heat exhaust from
the building air conditioning system are the main
causes of the formation of outdoor thermal and humid
climate.⑵By simulating the comparative examples,
when the greening rate of this region increases from
0.33 to 0.35, the average outdoor temperature is
reduced significantly by about 0.6oC, and when the
urban greening rate increases from 0.33 to 0.43, the
average outdoor temperature is reduced by about
1.0oC, which indicates that the thermal climate of the
urban complex can be effectively improved by taking
measures of increasing the urban greening rate.
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Figure 1 The framework of urban complex thermal climate prediction model
Table 1 Various types of building parameters and setting parameters of air conditioning system
BUIDING
TYPE

BUIDING
AREA
(104 m2)

AREA
OCCUPIED
PERCENTAGE
(%)

FLOOR
AREA
RATIO

Residential
Office
Mall
School
Entertainment

40.6
43.1
10.8
7.2
12.3

35.7
37.8
9.5
6.3
10.8

1.69
3.79
3.98
0.90
1.00
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FRESH
AIR
FLOW
RATE
(m3/h·p)
30
30
20
14
25

FORM OF A/C
SYSTEM

A/C SYSTEM
RUNNING
TIME (h)

Split-type air conditioner
Centrifugal chiller
Centrifugal chiller
Split-type air conditioner
Screw chillers

17:00—23:00
08:00—18:00
09:00—21:00
08:00—19:00
08:00—18:00
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Table 2 The cumulative heat flux during the entire calculation within the imaginary closed space of the urban
complex
HEAT FLUX
Heat exhaust from the underlying surface
Heat exhaust from the building air conditioning system
Heat exhaust from the traffic
Sensible heat flux Heat flux at the top of boundary layer
Heat exhaust from the building ventilation system
Heat storage of the atmosphere
Heat Balance

444.2

24.8

156.5

8.7

-637.9

-35.6

-64.2

-3.6

-1087.5

-60.8

0.0

0.0

421.1

28.4

Heat exhaust from the building air conditioning system

1060.3

71.6

0.0

0.0

Heat flux at the top of boundary layer

-882.4

-59.6

Heat exhaust from the building ventilation system

-442.9

-29.9

Heat storage of the atmosphere

-156.0

-10.5

0.0

0.0

Heat exhaust from the underlying surface

1610.0

49.2

Heat exhaust from the building air conditioning system

1504.4

46.0

Heat Balance

Heat exhaust from the traffic
Total heat flux

PERCENTAGE
(%)
66.4

Heat exhaust from the underlying surface
Heat exhaust from the traffic
Latent heat flux

CUMULATIVE VALUE
(kWh/m2)
1188.9

156.5

4.8

-1520.3

-46.5

Heat exhaust from the building ventilation system

-507.1

-15.5

Heat storage of the atmosphere

-1243.6

-38.0

0.0

0.0

Heat flux at the top of boundary layer

Heat Balance

Table 3 The outdoor average monthly temperature at the different greening rates
GREENING
RATE
0.330 (base case)
0.350
0.430

IMPERVIOUS ARTIFICIAL
SURFACE COVERGE RATE
0.188 (base case)
0.139
0.090
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TEMPERATURE
(oC)
28.2
27.6
27.2

TEMPERATURE
CHANGE
(oC)
0.0
-0.6
-1.0

